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newyddionansawdd@cymru.ac.uk

Forthcoming events....
30 June:  UW Lunchtime Seminar: The Institutional Review Process, Cardiff
2 July: QAA Institutional Liaison Scheme Annual Conference: The changing nature of HE: implications for quality assurance
                                       London
8 July: Survey Management Conference for Higher and Further Education, London
12 July: AUA Strategic Planning and Management, Manchester

For your diary:
30 September - 1 October: Quality Strategy Network Conference 2010, Birmingham

Thank you!

We would like to thank all those who helped 
in the process of putting together the 
University’s Self Evaluation Document 

in preparation for its Institutional Review by 
the QAA later in the year.

We were very grateful for the contributions 
and comments of staff and students from 

Alliance institutions and collaborative centres, 
and from our independent committee 

members.  

Investors in People: Lunchtime Seminar
Our latest lunchtime seminar was delivered by Karin Cuthbert and Brent 
Stephens, and provided staff with the opportunity to find out more about 
Investors in People (IiP).  The University of Wales Press and Gregynog have 
already achieved IiP status, while the University’s Registry and Centre for 
Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies both hope to do so during Academic Year 
2010/11, thus completing the University’s recognition as an Investor in People 
throughout all its departments.

During the seminar the action plan which has been put in place to help the 
University achieve IiP status was explored and discussed.  We also looked at the 
two groups being set up to ensure that the action plan is carried out effectively 
- a “task and finish group” and an IiP “Champions” group.  The IiP Champions 
Group, which will consist of a nominated member of staff from each 
department, will provide a forum where staff members can voice opinions on 
any issues arising during the process. 

This seminar was an excellent way of learning more about the University’s 
plans for achieving IiP status.  It also provided a great forum for staff from all 
areas of the registry to discuss the different aspects of the action plan, put 
forward their points of view and exchange ideas.

                          Elizabeth Badrick

For more information on what the IiP standard means for individuals and for organisations, see page 2.

The University’s action plan, which has been drawn up with the help of its IiP consultant, Julie Hobby (see page 3), has a 
particular focus on improvements in business planning, professional development and internal communication.  These are all 
areas which need review in the light of the University’s rapid and continuing expansion.  Staff members have welcomed the 
open and consultative approach which is being taken with, for example, opportunities for more individuals to contribute to the 
operational business planning process at Divisional level.  

Q ...sharing good practice

The University Press has already achieved IiP status
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Plan – Do – Review: 
What is Investors in People (IiP)?

Investors in People (IiP) is a nationally recognised framework which helps organisations to improve their performance and realise 
their objectives through the effective management and development of their people.  The Standard is based on three key 
principles:

Plan – develop strategies for improving the organisation’s performance 

Do – take action to improve performance 

Review – evaluate the impact of these on performance.

Developing strategies to improve performance  
An Investor in People develops effective strategies for improvement 
through its people in four areas:

1.  Business Strategy – a plan which must be clearly defined and 
         understood. 

2.  Learning and Development Strategy - development activities are   
         planned to enable people to achieve the organisation’s 
         objectives. 

3.  People Management Strategy - equality of opportunity is 
         promoted through personal and professional development. 

4.  Leadership and Management Strategy - the capabilities required 
         to lead, manage and develop people effectively must be clearly 
         defined and understood.

Taking action to improve performance 
An Investor in People takes effective action to improve the performance of the organisation through its people in four ways:

1.   Management Effectiveness - successful leadership, management and development of people within the organisation. 

2.   Recognition and Reward - People’s contribution to the organisation 
          is recognised and valued. 

3.   Involvement and Empowerment - People are encouraged to take 
          ownership and responsibility by being involved in decision-making. 

4.   Learning and Development - People learn and develop effectively.

Evaluating the impact on performance 
An Investor in People can demonstrate the impact of its investment in 
people on the performance of the organisation.

1.   Performance Measurement - the performance of the organisation is   
          improved. 

2.   Continuous Improvement - improvements to the way people are 
          managed and developed are made continually.

Why strive to be an Investor in People (IiP)?
Working to the standard framework provides a number of benefits for both the University and its members of staff:

The organisation benefits from:
•   an improved quality of service and improved satisfaction for customers  
          and stakeholders
•   a culture of continuous improvement and an opportunity to review current 
          policies against a holistic framework
•   competitive advantage through improved performance 
•   wider recognition for achievements measured against a rigorous national 
          standard 
•   improved employee motivation through greater involvement, personal 
          development and recognition of achievements, leading to higher morale,  
          improved retention rates, reduced absenteeism, readier acceptance of 
          change, and identification with the organisation’s goals beyond the 
          confines of the job.

Karin Cuthbert

Staff benefit from:

•    a positive working environment 

•    recognition and development 

•    good quality training as required 

•    improved job satisfaction 

•    better communication.
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PoWIS  – Gregynog Goes Global

Profile: Julie Hobby 
Julie Hobby has been working closely with the University of Wales management team since November 2009 to support the 
organisation’s aims and to work to achieve IiP accreditation, with a target set for 2011.

She has wide experience of learning and organisational development in both the UK and the USA and, as a consequence, of 
training needs analysis, the development and implemention of good practice, change management, business improvement, 
vocational training and the training and development of staff and managers.  

Julie qualified as an IiP Assessor in 2000 and, through the contract work she carries out mainly for the Welsh Assembly 
Government, has gained in-depth experience of assessing a broad range of both SMEs and larger organisations.  She has worked 
with Investors in People UK to pilot additional modules for the IiP Standard, including the Recruitment and Selection Standard 
and Health and Well Being.  

The Investors in People Standard is an excellent framework to use as a tool to manage change within an organisation.  The rapid 
development currently taking place at the University of Wales makes this an ideal time for working towards the standard, and the 
University is committed to taking forward its vision and strategy, and to engaging staff fully in achieving ongoing success.  

The first Prince of Wales Innovation Scholarships (PoWIS) 
residential course was held this month at the University’s 
study and conference centre, Gregynog.  These courses 
provide the additional teaching and training – covering 
innovation, entrepreneurship, intellectual property and 
project management – which are a key part of the prestigious 
PoWIS scheme.  This was 
the first time that the 
2009/10 cohort of 
Scholars had met as a 
group, as they are placed 
full-time in businesses 
across Wales and are
registered for their 
research degrees at 
various UW Alliance 
institutions and Swansea 
University.

Coming from Europe, 
North America, Asia and 
Africa, the PoWIS Scholars 
vary widely in background 
and nationality and, with 
guest academics and 
trainers drawn from the 
UK, Europe and USA, the successful 
establishment of the University of Wales Global Academy was 
very apparent!

The Scholars were put through their paces during an intensive 
three day course (starting at 8am and finishing at 10pm!), 
which aimed to give them knowledge, skills and expertise in 
subject areas beyond their specialist PhD research projects.  
For example, as each PoWIS Scholar is at the centre of a  
collaborative R&D project within industry, they undertook 
advanced project management training, with leading UK  
expert Paul Birchell, covering more than 8 hours over the 
three day course.  

Intellectual property policy, practice and management was 
discussed and debated at length by guest speakers including 
Dr Marcus Heuberger from Awen Cymru Ltd. and Stephen F. 
Brown, President of Innovate4Growth and previously of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Technology  
Licensing office.  Stephen Brown, who has lectured at MIT 

Sloan School since 2001, 
also led the courses on 
entrepreneurship and  
innovation management, 
with separate sessions 
covering the innovation 
process, a checklist for 
commercial-isation, case 
studies from MIT spin-out 
R&D projects, the inno-
vation pipeline and micro-
clusters of innovation.

Other key speakers on the 
course were Professors  
Robert Huggins (UWIC), 
Antti Paasio and Pasi  
Malinen (University of 
Turku, Finland) who looked 
at the competiveness and 

innovation strengths of Wales and Finland 
compared to the UK regions, EU countries and leading coun-
tries such as USA, Japan and South Korea. 

On the second day the Scholars were joined by representatives 
from the companies and academic supervisors from universi-
ties working with PoWIS on their various R&D research projects.  
This led to lively engagement and knowledge sharing between 
the PoWIS Scholars and the speakers, industrialists, academics 
and our own Global Academy Innovation Fellows.  By the end 
of day three each PoWIS scholar had been set targets using 
their new knowledge, such as building a team of experts to help 
them maximise their PhD research.  

  “I learnt so many things and met some amazing people...”                  “... my head is spinning with new ideas...”    

             “The residential course was awesome, and I know every one of the POWIS scholars feels the same way.”    
                    “I definitely think it has been one of those life-changing experiences!”                                       

    “...an extremely well balanced and positive programme...”                           “PoWIS is a great success!”                    

Project management training - lift-off!
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The text of this publication can be made available in alternative 
formats: please contact the University.

Quality News is produced by John McInally, Helen Knifton, Wing Tsz Chow and Jenny Childs, and edited by Jenny Childs.

Thank you for your 
contributions and feedback.

Keep in touch with us at
qualitynews@wales.ac.uk

In our July edition:
Student survey results

UWASF conference

PVC’s Piece
Many colleagues will be familiar with the 
Framework for Higher Education 
Qualifications (FHEQ), as a key reference 
point for higher education qualifications, 
and with its role in bringing about a 
consistent standard for these, from 
Certificates in Higher Education to higher 
research degrees.  A key feature of the 
FHEQ, and of higher education in the UK, 
is that qualifications are based upon the 
achievement of learning outcomes rather 
than on the years of study undertaken.  A 
framework of this kind was first proposed 
in the Dearing report, from the National Committee of Inquiry into Higher 
Education, in 1997.  The FHEQ for England, Wales and Northern Ireland, as we 
know it today, was launched by the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) in 2001.  It 
has since been updated, with a second edition being published in 2008.  

With the FHEQ in place, we are able to work to an industry standard for higher 
education qualifications.  This has quite far reaching implications; not only are we 
able to communicate more effectively, as a sector, on how academic standards are 
set and assessed; we are able to describe this to key groups such as students and 
employers.  Within the context of life-long learning, the FHEQ facilitates flexibility 
for students and graduates who wish to continue with their development through 
less traditional modes of study.  Indeed, the FHEQ provides clear information on 
the progression routes available to students, and makes it easier for them to 
transfer their studies between higher education institutions (HEIs), both within the 
UK and overseas.  Thus, higher education in the UK remains comparable and com-
petitive with its counterparts internationally.  

It is important to note that the FHEQ is a reference point rather than a regulatory 
framework.  The fact that so many institutions have bought into this demonstrates 
its success.  At the recent consultation on the Academic Infrastructure, the FHEQ 
was considered to be one if its most helpful components.  If there remains any 
doubt as to the usefulness of the FHEQ, I can only ask colleagues to imagine what 
higher education may have looked like before it was introduced, when there was no 
common articulation within the sector of the level of achievements to be expected 
for a degree award.  

Further information about the FHEQ can be found at:
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/FHEQ/EWNI08/FHEQ08.pdf

Professor Kate Sullivan
PVC (Quality)
Professor Sullivan can be contacted via the newsletter.  

Student Engagement Conference: 
Singapore

On Wednesday 26th May, at the Traders 
Hotel in Singapore, the University of 
Wales conducted the ‘second edition’ of 
its successful student engagement 
conference, held in Cardiff during April.

The first major difference from the 
Cardiff conference was the squeezing of 
the programme into a single day; this 
was partly due to having fewer external 
contributors, with more sessions being 
delivered by University staff.
 

Secondly, when delivering the 
conference in Singapore we asked all 
those attending to complete their own 
workbooks, as we believed this learning 
style would involve more people in the 
process; the trial proved to be a great 
success.  The feedback received was very 
positive, particularly about the way the 
conference was run, and the teamwork 
skills demonstrated by University staff 
present.

As in Cardiff, the conference theme 
followed the journey of the student 
experience, from induction up to the 
provision of feedback on courses taken. 
It was delivered through a mixture of 
presentations and workshops, with tasks 
to engage the participants in thinking 
about the experiences involved from the 
students’ point of view. One particular 
area which produced much lively debate 
was the student survey and the fact that 
students should never be used just as 
“survey fodder”, but should be involved in 
the design and the analysis of results.

There was plenty of enthusiasm for the 
holding of further conferences, and we 
look forward to reading the ideas for 
these received from delegates via their 
feedback forms.  We expect these to 
provide many ideas for our next planning 
session! 

Ben Gray




